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Preface

We are proud to present the Eurest
banqueting folder for the VU University
Amsterdam. This folder runs from August 1,
2021 to January 1, 2022. As you are used to
from us, this folder is once again full of
sustainably responsible options.

Arrangements and compose yourself
This banqueting folder gives you an impression
of the possibilities. You can choose an
arrangement or put together the order yourself.
You will also gain insight into the costs
associated with the choice. The minimum order
quantity is stated with the packages and other
products. We offer high quality products.

Customized service
As a caterer, we know better than anyone that
services are required on an ad-hoc basis on a
regular basis. We always do our utmost to carry
out orders in accordance with your wishes.
When compiling this banqueting folder, we have
assumed a high degree of self-service with
regard to the service level.
If a different service level is desired, please
contact Eurest Banqueting. We are happy to
make a customize porposal or you.
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Contact
For all your wishes, questions and
comments, please contact us.
We are available from Monday to Thursday
between 08:00 - 19:00 and on Friday from
08:00 - 17:30.

E-mail address: vu.order@compass-group.nl
Phone number: 020 - 598 65 04
Website: https://www.vu-horeca.nl/

We look forward to a pleasant cooperation
and do everything we can to make your
meeting, lunch or event as pleasant and
professional as possible.
 
With hospitable and culinary regards,

Eurest Campus
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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For your meeting you can choose from:
arrangements and customization
Arrangements are already composed by us
and frequently requested coffee and tea
combinations.
An arrangement is possible from 4 persons.
With the individual items you can determine
your order yourself. There is a minimum
order for most products. This is stated with
the product.
If you want to order an extra item with an
arrangement, there is no minimum purchase.

Coffee &
Tea

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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1 cup of coffee, 1 cup of tea,
stroopwafeltje and water

Coffee & Tea- Arrangements

Coffee & tea arrangement 1   

1 cup of coffee, 1 cup of tea, Tiny
Tony chocolates (2 pieces) and
water

Coffee & tea arrangement  2

1 cup of coffee, 1 cup of tea, mini
muffin and water

Koffie & theearrangement 3

3 cups of tea with the following
delicacies: wraps with humus,
tomato, avocado and arugula, lentil
curry, vegan pink biscuit, crostini
muhamara, corn falafel ball and fruit
skewer

High Tea vegan  

*Packages can be ordered from 25 people with service
or for fewer people on request. We use staff as
standard for coffee and tea arrangements from 101
people. We charge personnel costs for this.

From 4 persons, price per person

From 10 persons, prijs per persoon

€ 1,34 
€ 2,65 
with service

€ 2,68 
€  4,03
with service

€ 3,95 
€ 5,32
with service

€ 9,92
€ 11,80
with service

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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Coffee & Tea- Build your own

The items below can only be ordered in
combination with an arrangement.

Water

Flavored Water
For approx 5 persons
Water with fresh ingredients such as
lemon, mint, orange, etc.

Can coffee
about 10 cups
Can of tea 
about 8 cups
Can fresh mint tea with honey 
about 8 cups
Can fresh ginger tea with honey
about 8 cups

Hot drinks
€ 5,19

€ 2,17

€ 1,88
Voor circa 5 personen
1 liter carafe

€ 3,91

€ 7,18

€ 6,93

Voucher value € 2.50
Voucher value € 5.00   

To be spent at the university in all restaurants and
coffee corners of Eurest. No (change) money back
and valid until June 30, 2023.
Can be picked up at the banqueting office HG03A13.

Vouchers € 2,50
€ 5,00

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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Coffee & Tea - Build your own

Sweets from 5 people

Carrot, apple or cranberry cake
Brownie
Combination of apple, carrot,
cranberry cake and brownie
Muffin
Mini muffin
Vegan Donny Craves coffee brownie
Vegan Donny Craves caramel brownie
Stuffed biscuit
Vegan pink cookie
Mini chocolate roll
              

€ 2,02

€ 0,96
€ 2,01

€ 2,61

€ 2,06

€ 2,18

€ 3,65

€ 2,00

Macarons (2 p.p.)    
Celebrations (2 p.p.)     
Tiny Tony chocolate (2 p.p.) € 1,08

Sweets from 8 people

€ 2,64

Assorted pastries
Various petit fours
Logo on petit fours

Sweets from 10 people

€ 1,15

€ 3,65

€ 1,43

The items below can only be ordered
in combination with an arrangement.

€ 3,28
€ 2,90
€ 0,32

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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For your breakfast you can choose from
packages and individual items.
Arrangements are already composed by us and
frequently requested breakfast combinations.
The minimum purchase for a package is 5
people.
The breakfast arrangement is 100% vegan. If
you want to order an extra item with an
arrangement, there is no minimum purchase.

With the individual items you can determine
your order yourself. There is a minimum order
for most products. This is stated with the
product.

Breakfast

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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Vegan croissant with vegan jam,
oatmeal tart with blueberries, banana
pancakes,
1 piece of hand fruit, water and orange
juice

Breakfast - Arrangements & 
build your own

Vegan breakfast

Mini bread with various meat products
Mini bread with young, mature and old
cheese
Mini bread with 100% vegetarian
toppings

Items from 16 pieces 

Croissants with butter and jam                                         
Chocolate croissant                               
Banana bread                                         
Vegan Donny Craves coffee brownie                          
Vegan Donny Craves caramel brownie
Hand fruit                                                    
Fruit salad                                                

Items from 8 pieces 

Can coffee                                               
Can tea                                                 
Can fresh mint tea                                            
Semi-skimmed milk                                                       
Buttermilk                                                
Orange juice                                         
Apple juice                                                                                                                                                                         

Drinks

€ 2,03

€ 2,03

€ 2,03

€ 3,65
€ 2,60
€ 1,93

€ 0,78
€ 2,40

€ 3,65

€ 3,65

€ 7,18
€ 3,91

€ 5,19

€ 4,21

€ 2,50
€ 2,50

€ 4,21

*Packages can be ordered from 25 people with
service or for fewer people on request. We use staff
as standard for breakfast arrangements from 51
people. We charge personnel costs for this.

around 10 cups 
around 8 cups 
around 8 cups 
1 liter
1 liter
1 liter
1 liter

From 5 persons, price per person

Prices per piece

€ 7,28
€ 9,16
with service

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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For your lunch you can choose from:
arrangements, packed lunches and
customization.
Arrangements are already composed by us
and frequently requested lunch
combinations.
 The minimum purchase for a package is 4
people.
In addition to being 50% vegetarian, the 3
types of lunch packages can also be ordered
as 100% vegetarian and 100% vegan.
If you want to order an extra item with an
arrangement, there is no minimum purchase
At 'build your own' you can determine your
order yourself. There is a minimum order for
most products. 

Lunch

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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Lunch - Arrangements

1 vegetarian pistolet, 1 half
vegetarian wrap, hand fruit, orange
juice and water

Standard lunch (100% vegetarian)

Standard lunch (100% vegan)
1 veganistisch belegde pistolet, 
1 halve veganistische wrap, handfruit,
jus d’orange en water

1 belegde pistolet, 1 halve wrap,
handfruit, jus d’orange en water

Standard lunch (50% vegetarian)

12 o'clock sandwich (100%
vegetarian)

12 o'clock (100% vegan)
1  vegan Giga Potatobol met vegan
kipcorn, 1 pistolet met veganistisch
beleg, handfruit, jus d’orange en water

#Storytelling
The Gigabol Potato is a vegan hamburger bun
with potato. This creamy hamburger bun
is made with chips cut off from the traditional chip
factory Frites in Zuyd.
Together we help prevent food waste
to go.

*Packages can be ordered from 25 people with service
or for fewer people on request. We use staff as
standard for lunch arrangements from 51 people. We
charge personnel costs for this.

From 4 persons, price per person

1 pistolet, 1 bread croquette, hand
fruit, orange juice and water

12 o'clock (50% vegetarian)

€ 8,04
€ 10,99
with service

€ 8,04
€ 10,99
with service

€ 8,04 
€ 10,99 
with service

€ 10,73
€ 13,70
with service

€ 14,50
€ 17,47 
with service

€ 10,73
€ 13,70 
with service

1 vegetarian pistolet, 1 bread vegetarian
croquette, hand fruit, orange juice and
water

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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Lunch - Arrangements

Our team is always working to combat
food waste, but sometimes something
is left over or something has to be used
up. This surprise lunch is composed
with those products. Responsible,
creative and delicious!

No waste lunch (100% vegetarian) € 7,50

Our team is always working to combat
food waste, but sometimes something
is left over or something has to be used
up. This surprise lunch is composed
with those products. Responsible,
creative and delicious!

No waste lunch  (50% vegetarisch) € 7,50

*Packages can be ordered from 25 people with service
or for fewer people on request. We use staff as
standard for lunch arrangements from 51 people. We
charge personnel costs for this.

From 4 persons, price per person

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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2 filled rolls (cheese, egg salad,
hummus, muhammara or baba
ganoush), hand fruit, orange juice
and water 

Lunch - Lunch packages

Lunch bag rolls vegetarian

2 filled rolls (muhammara falafel and
pesto, grilled zucchini and walnuts),
bag of pineapple bites, whole earth
organic ginger soft drink 

Lunch bag sandwiches vegan
 

€ 10,73

2 filled rolls (young matured, old
cheese, brie or mozzarella) (chicken
fillet, roast beef, filet americain, ham
or smoked meat), hand fruit, orange
juice and water

Lunch bag cheese and meat rolls

Lunch bag cheese and fish rolls
2 filled rolls (young matured, old
cheese, brie or mozzarella) (smoked
salmon or tuna salad), hand fruit,
orange juice and water 

Lunch bag pistolets fish and meat
2 filled rolls (smoked salmon or tuna
salad) (chicken fillet, roast beef, filet
americain, ham or smoked meat),
hand fruit, orange juice and water 

€ 10,73

€ 10,73

€ 10,73

€ 10,73

From 4 persons, price per person

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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Lunch - Build your own

24 soft breads with cheese (without
garnish)                                                  
24 soft breads with chicken fillet
(without garnish)                                         
24 raisin breads with tubs of butter                                     
8 breads of cheese, 8 breads of chicken
fillet and 8 raisin breads 

Budget trays

Vegatarian filled, from 8 pieces
Pistolet brie honey walnuts                                                   
Pistolet harissa egg salad                                                     
Wrap with goat cheese, pesto and basil                  
Pistolets with young cheese                                                 
Pistolets with old cheese 

€ 56,35

€ 31,30

Trays with pistolets, wraps or sandwich

Vis belegd, vanaf 8 stuks
Pistolets with smoked salmon
Pistolets with tuna salad
Sandwich with crab salad
Sandwich with smoked trout

€ 2,97

€ 48,00

Vegan filled, from 8 pieces
Pistolets with falafel and raw vegetables                            
Pistolets with baba ganoush                                                 
Pistolet with caponata and grilled bell
pepper       
Pistolets with muhammara falafel                                        
Pistolet pesto with grilled zucchini and
walnuts      
Pistolet Gado gado tempeh                                                   
Wrap with pumpkin spread and dried
apricots      
Wrap with baba ganoush, spinach,
honey/walnuts    
Wrap wakame, avocado and carrot                                     
Wrap with tahini (sesame paste)
spinach/chickpeas 

* The pistolets can be ordered multigrain
or white.

€ 56,35

€ 2,97

Meat filled, vanaf 8 pieces
Pistolets with ham                                                               
Pistolets with roast beef                                                       
Pistolets with ox sausage                                                     
Pistolets with roast minced meat                                          
                     

€ 3,07

€ 2,97

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



From 8 pieces
Vegetarian meat croquette sandwich                                  
Vegetarian meat croquette                 
Sausage roll                                        
Cheese / onion bread                         
Daily fresh soup (vegetarian)        
Quiche with spinach and goat cheese 
Mediterranean quiche witch cheese
and vegetables      

Lunch - Build your own

Hot items - vegetarian

14.

From 8 pieces
Croquette sandwich                            
Croquette                                            
Sausage roll                                        
Fresh daily soup                                
Bapao with beef                                  
Bapao with ajam chicken

Hot items - meat

€ 2,41
€ 1,88

€ 2,15
€ 2,18

From 8 pieces
Raw salad with dressing                                  
Couscous salad with grilled vegetables                                
Chickpea, apple and celery salad                                     
Salad of the day                                                                     
Meal salad of the day                                         
Fruit salad                                                         
Hand fruit                                                                     

€ 2,18

Cold items - vegetarian
Can have coffee                                                                   
Can have tea                                                                           
Can of fresh mint tea                                                           
Semi-skimmed milk                                                                             
Buttermilk                                                                                         
Orange juice                                       
Apple juice                                          
Smoothie                                                        

Drinks
around 10 cups 
around 8 cups
around 8 cups
1 liter
1 liter
1 liter
1 liter
1 liter

€ 5,19
€ 3,91
€ 7,18

€ 2,40

€ 2,87

€ 1,88

€ 2,81
€ 2,15

€ 4,01

€ 2,40

€ 4,01

€ 4,01
€ 4,01

€ 4,01
€ 4,79
€ 2,40

€ 3,00

€ 0,78

€ 2,50
€ 2,50
€ 4,21
€ 4,21
€ 7,04

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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Let's go for a refreshing (afternoon) break.
With 'single items' you can determine your
order yourself. There is a minimum order for
most products. This is stated with the product.

Afternoon
break

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



From 8 pieces
Banana bread                                                       
Vegan Donny Craves coffee brownie                          
Vegan  Donny Craves caramel brownie                     
Carrot, apple or cranberry cake                            
Brownie                                                                  
Combination of apple, carrot, cranberry
cake and brownie 
Muffin                                                                   
Mini muffin                                                             
Filled cake                                                          
Vegan pink cake  
Hand fruit 
Fruit salad
                                                      

Afternoon break - Build your own

Sweet

16.

€ 3,65

€ 2,01

From 5 pieces
Piper crisps; chips cider vinegar sea salt      
Piper crisps; chips Anglesey sea salt                         
Borek stick spinach cheese                                           

€ 9,00
€ 7,50

From 5 pieces
Macarons (2 p.p.)                                                    
Celebrations (2 p.p.)                                                
Tiny Tony chocolate (2 p.p.)                                     

Savory

Per portion 10 pieces
Nacho cheese chunks 
Sweet potato falafel with dip
    

Can have coffee                                                                   
Can have tea                                                                          
Can of fresh mint tea                                                                                                       
Orange juice                                       
Apple juice                                                             
Soft drink    
Earth water                                                         

Drinks
around 10 cups
around 8 cups 
around 8 cups 
1 liter
1 liter
can
package

€ 1,61
€ 1,86

€ 3,65
€ 3,65
€ 2,02
€ 2,61

€ 2,06

€ 2,18

€ 2,00
€ 2,64
€ 0,78

€ 1,43

€ 2,40

€ 0,96
€ 1,08

€ 2,00
€ 2,00
€ 2,50

€ 5,19
€ 3,91
€ 7,18
€ 4,21
€ 4,21

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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For your drinks and snacks you can choose
from: packages and compose yourself
Arrangements are already composed and
frequently requested combinations by us.
The minimum purchase for a package is 15 or
25 people.
If you want to order an extra item with an
arrangement, there is no minimum order
value. The snacks can be ordered on
location up to 2 days working days in
advance.
At 'Compose' you can determine your order
yourself. There is a minimum order for most
products. This is stated with the product.

Drinks &
Bites

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



Mobile bar Mix*
- Dutch assortment (beer / non-alcoholic beer
/ house wine / soft drink / orange juice, 3 p.p)
- Nuts and pretzels
                                          

Drinks- Arrangements

Minimum 10 people, price per person

18.

Mobile bar Softdrink
- Dutch assortment (beer / non-alcoholic beer /
house wine / soft drink / orange juice, 3 p.p)
- Nuts and pretzels
                              

€ 6,44

Drink arrangement Party
- Reception with a glass (non-alcoholic)
prosecco
- Dutch assortment; beer, non-alcoholic beer,
house wine, soft drinks, orange juice, mineral
water, 2 drinks per person
- Nuts and pretzels
- Mini cheese soufflés and bitterballen, 2
snacks per person    

Minimum 25 people, price per person

Drink arrangement Complete
- Dutch assortment (beer/ non-alcoholic
beer / house wine / soft drink / orange
juice, 3 p.p)
- Nuts and pretzels

A mobile bar can be ordered for up to 50 people and
are not based on subsequent calculation, any remaining
drinks can be taken along.

*50% alcohol, 50% non-alcohol. 

The drink packages are based on 3 hours; construction,
1 hour operation and dismantling. The operating time of
1 hour can be extended, please contact us (020 598
6504).

€ 3,82

€ 9,25

€ 13,75

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



Platter for about 10 people, price per platter

Arrangement Luxury
Butterfly shrimp, skewer with tomato and
mozzarella, Yakatori satay skewer, 3 hapjes per
persoon.

Arrangement Popular
Combination of mini cheese soufflé, chicken
nugget and mini frikandel, 3 hapjes per persoon

Bites - Arrangements

 

From 20 people, price per person

19.

€ 3,89

Serving platter Amsterdam
Ox sausage, cheese, boiled sausage, served with
onion and pickle, 3 hapjes per persoon.

From 10 people, price per person

Vegetarian platter France
Platter with cherry tomatoes, Parisian carrots
with dip, olives, salty stems and vegetable chips

Serving platter Dutch
40 pieces of cheese and sausage including
sausage from Brandt & Levi and cheese from Old
Almsterdam, served with mustard and sour

Serving platter Vegan
Roasted chickpeas, dried dates without seeds,
olives, roasted cauliflower, fried wrap,
muhammara, hummus, caponata and vegetable
chips

Serving platter No Waste
Our team is always working to combat food
waste, but sometimes something is left over
or something has to be used up. This shelf is
composed with those products. Responsible,
creative and delicious! 

€ 16,48

€ 11,78

€ 2,58

€ 14,48€ 5,00

€ 5,91

From 5 people, price per person

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



Bites - Build your own

Warm bites, price per platter

20.

25 vegetarian bitterballen 
with mustard        
25 cheese sticks with chili sauce                                          
25 mini cheese soufles                                                           

€ 21,73

Soft drink
Earth water                                                                             
Orange juice                                                         
Apple juice                                                                               

Drinks

1 liter
1 liter

can
package

Fish
25 fish cookies 
25 butterfly shrimp with chili sauce                                    
                                                                                                 
Meat
25 bitterballen with mustard 
25 puff pastry snacks filled with beef,
chicken curry and cheese (mix)       
25 Yakatori saté skewers  
25 meatballs with tomato sauce     
                                                                                                   

Vegetarian
€ 20,31

€ 24,55 

€ 22,91

€ 42,00

€ 26,49

€ 31,86

€ 22,03

€ 22,45

Cold bites, price per platter

50 wrap snacks (meat, fish and
vegetarian) 
25 skewers with tomato and mozzarella 
25 crostini’s gravad lachs  
Veggie dip (vegetable sticks with dip)                            
Cocktail nuts

€ 29,71 

€ 73,61

€ 57,57

€ 10,76
€ 7,71

€ 1,61 

€ 1,88
€ 4,21

€ 4,21

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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We are happy to propose a number of
options for every budget.
 Do you have something else in mind? Then
we would like to hear from you and we will
make a customized proposal for you.

Unfortunately, a dinner is not possible at
every location due to the weather. hygiene
or internal safety rules of the  university.
Ask us about the possibilities.

Diner

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



Daily menu
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Vegetarian 1 pan meal
with service, for example: chickpea curry
with flatbread and rice

Non vegetarian 1 pan meal
with service, for example: Chili con carne
with pulled oats

Vegan 1 pan meal
with service, for example: Vegan burger on
a gigabol potato with onion chutney,
tomato and pickle

No waste 1 pan meal
with service.
Our team is always working to combat
food waste, but sometimes something is
left over or something has to be used up.
This surprise dinner is composed with
those products. Responsible, creative and
delicious!

   
                                                                                                  

Below we have elaborated four types of daily
menus as a suggestion. These meals can be
ordered on location up to 5 working days in
advance from 25 people and are provided
including service.

In addition to these daily meals, you can also order
simple and luxurious buffets, served dinners or a
walking dinner. For these and more options, please
contact us (+31 20 598 6504).

€ 8,85

€ 8,85

€ 8,85

€ 7,25

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



Special diet
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As a caterer we can facilitate almost all
your dietary requirements.
Almost all of our lunch services and
buffets contain vegetarian dishes.
For other dietary requirements (eg gluten-
free, nut-free or vegan), we charge a
surcharge of 20% per person. We are
forced to calculate this surcharge because
we have to purchase special products. In
addition, we prepare and serve these
products separately to prevent cross-
contamination.
We can also take into account dietary
requirements with regard to religion, such
as Halal and Kosher. An additional
surcharge will also apply to these products.
Please contact our office for this

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



Vegetarisch en veganistisch
Zie ons reguliere aanbod

Halal 
We have a halal version of many meat variants
for both lunch and drinks.
 Please state in the comments box with your order
that you want a halal variant.

Kosher
We can provide your lunch kosher upon request.
We work together with our supplier Langerhuize
from Amstelveen. Please contact us.

Allergy
If you have an allergy, please indicate this in the
comments section and we will take your allergy
into account.

Special diet

24.

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



Eurest cooks with fresh products and as a result we have left over products, both in the
preparation process and in the distribution. We think it's a shame to waste food and that's
why we partner with Too Good To Go. This is how we give 'leftovers' a second life. The
Magic boxes are offered at great prices.

Download the Too Good To Go app, Save a meal and pick up your order in our outlet.
Together against food waste!
#Sustainable

25.

Too Good to Go

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus
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Order system
Employees of the Vrije Universiteit can order catering via: https://vunet.login.vu.nl/
Orderers from VUMC and external can order via: https://www.bestellenbijeurest.nl/vu
Of course we receive your order as early as possible, we make a high service level possible and targeted
because we can plan and purchase better.

To order
In order to guarantee a good service, we ask you to observe the following terms:
Until 12:00 the day before;
Requests without operation
Requests up to 50 people with food
Requests up to 100 people without food

For all other requests, we ask you to take into account a period of 5 working days.
It is of course possible that you cannot comply with these terms, in that case please contact us as early as
possible so that we can jointly see what we can do for you.

To modify
The number of guests can be changed up to 3 hours before the start of the meeting with a maximum change
of 10%.

To cancel
You can cancel an order free of charge until 12:00 the day before the meeting. Custom orders can be canceled
free of charge up to 2 working days before the meeting. We are obliged to charge reasonable and fair costs
incurred for products or services that cannot be used in any other way. We make these costs transparent.

Customize
Custom requests can be submitted up to 5 working days prior to the meeting. Many events take place at VU
University Amsterdam. We provide catering for conferences, graduations, receptions, open days, parents'
evenings and parties.
As a caterer of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, we are very familiar with the specific wishes surrounding
these events and we can provide the catering. In addition to the products in this folder, we also offer
customized catering products, please contact Eurest Banqueting.
Do you want to organize a big event at the VU University? Then you can contact the department
VU events, they can help you with all facilities matters such as room rental, cleaning, audiovisual technology
and of course catering

Conditions

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



With or without service
Packages and buffets can be ordered from 25 people with service or for fewer people on request. As standard, we
deploy staff for coffee and tea arrangements from 101 persons and for other arrangements from 51 persons.
We assume 1 employee per 50 guests. We deploy a party manager for events with more than 50 people or on
request.
The packages include a price including service and excluding service. For arrangements with service, we normally
assume a duration of the arrangement of 1 hour, it is possible to extend the time, please contact Eurest Banqueting.

Personnel costs
Do you order custom work, do you want to expand the package or do you order during the weekend?
The costs for operation vary, depending on the time and day.

                                        Banqueting employee               Host(ess)                    Partymanager
Mo-Fri 
07:00 - 18:00    
Mo-Fri 
18:00 - 22:00 
Mo-Fri 
22:00 - 07:00 

Saturday
Sunday and Holiday 

Opening hours
We deliver all our packages from Monday to Friday between 08:00 and 21:00. Additional costs will be
charged for orders placed before or after opening hours and on Saturdays and Sundays. Orders on Saturday
and Sunday are always in consultation and must be requested at least 5 working days in advance.

More or less guests than expected
Many of our products are priced per person. We always deliver based on the number of guests you specify. In
the unlikely event that more guests are present, please let us know in good time. If we find that there are
more guests than stated, we will adjust the invoice accordingly.

Materials
All orders are delivered with crockery with the exception of orders in the transitory, church hall and lecture
halls. We supply these with sustainable disposable tableware.
Many of our products come with materials or deposit bottles. These will be returned. If materials or bottles
are missing, these are included as a shortage. If these are not returned within one week, they will be charged.
When materials contain damage, they are recorded as breakage and charged.

27.

€ 25,87                                               € 27,44                             € 34,08

 € 27,71                                               € 29,38                             € 36,02

 € 32,30                                              € 34,24                             € 40,87

€ 38,72                                                € 41,07                              € 47,70
€ 64,59                                                € 68,50                             € 75,13 

Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus



Follow us on Instagram: @eurest.campus

28.

Delivery times
We deliver orders between 10 minutes prior to order time and order time. We will collect as much as possible
at the time specified by you. If the order has to be picked up after 18:00 in the evening, we will supply a
lockable container with the order and we will collect the order the next morning before 08:30. We deliver to
all locations in the VU University buildings. In the church hall in the main building it is only possible to deliver
against extra delivery costs and with sustainable disposable crockery.

Seasonal products
We regularly post 'specials' on the website around holidays such as Sinterklaas, Christmas, Easter and
seasonal products such as dishes with asparagus, pumpkin or strawberries. So keep a close eye on the
website!

Allergens
With our suppliers we make every effort to serve you safe, healthy and tasty products. Eurest strives for a
'zero tolerance' with regard to allergens. Unfortunately, we cannot rule out possible cross-contamination and
incomplete information with us and our suppliers. For questions about allergens in freshly prepared products,
please contact one of our employees. All our packaged products are provided with allergen information.

Tips
We strive to continuously improve our quality. If you have any tips for improving our services or if you are not
satisfied with the service or quality provided, please let us know.

Great breaks - Online ordering app
Catering can be ordered in all buildings at the VU University through the Great Breaks App. You can choose a
time and pick-up point yourself and pay via Ideal.

Gift Guide
We can offer many types of wines and cakes that can be chosen as gifts. We have a special gift guide for this.
We can send these to you.

Eurest Boxes
We can make various types of (drink) boxes for you on request and send them to home addresses. Inspiring
people and creating moments of happiness, that is our mission! With delicious and personalized food and
drinks, we provide the ultimate experience.

Eurest Campus
+31 20 598 65 04
vu.order@compass-group.nl
www.bestellenbijeurest.nl/vu
https://www.vu-horeca.nl/

©
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*Voor vragen mail naar: vu.order@compass-group.nl


